Abstract. The search for ever smaller violations of Einstein's weak equivalence principle continues to be an important experimental goal at the close of the 20th century, with string theory providing new motivations. Currently, the most sensitive laboratory and terrestrial-scale tests are carried out with instrumentation based on the 18th century concept of the torsion pendulum, but not with 18th century technology. The torsion pendulum has experienced a renaissance since the pioneering work of Robert Dicke in the early 1960s. This presentation describes a new observable associated with large-amplitude pendulum oscillations that provides measurement of extremely small torques with significant freedom from effects that may limit the traditional, non-cryogenic applications of the torsion pendulum.
Introduction
From the mathematics of Riemann, the philosophy of Mach and his own insight into the implications of the universality of free fall when enshrined as a principle, Einstein formulated a geometrical, or metric theory of gravity. The empirical roots of this principle extend at least back to the fifth century when a Byzantine scholar recorded the qualitative observation that two bodies of highly contrasting weight, when released together, strike the ground at very nearly the same time. Early in the 17th century, Galileo's quantitative measurements of this phenomenon led him to surmise that in vacuo all terrestrial bodies-regardless of mass or composition-fall with the same constant acceleration.
Guided by Galileo's work and his own experiments, Newton went on to formulate a theory of gravity in which the force of attraction between two bodies is independent of composition and proportional to the inertia of each, thereby transparently satisfying Galileo's surmise. Newton, however, went further by extending his ideas to the celestial realm and defining for the first time universal gravitation that satisfies a universal principle of free fall. In Newton's picture, the implicit relationship between gravity and accelerated frames of reference leads directly to a restatement of the universality of free fall in terms of the equivalence of gravity and inertia which we now refer to as the weak form of the equivalence principle (WEP): that all bodies, independent of mass and composition, fall with the same acceleration in the same gravitational environment.
Pursuing WEP tests
Through its generalization, the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP), the WEP is one of the three cornerstones of the general theory of relativity. Just as Newton fashioned his gravitational theory to conform to the postulate of the universality of free fall, Einstein constructed the general theory of relativity (GTR) to conform to the EEP and consequently to the WEP. In this sense testing the universality of free fall is tantamount to testing GTR. This sounds somewhat grandiose, however, as all laboratory WEP tests are conducted in the weak-field, non-relativistic limit where Einstein's gravity is well approximated by Newton's gravity-in effect if not in concept.
Modern WEP tests place very stringent limits on WEP violations. The fractional difference in the acceleration of falling bodies of different composition is now empirically constrained to be less than 10 −12 (Smith et al 1999 and references therein) . Viewed narrowly, this result might lead one to conclude that the motivation for extending WEP tests to still more stringent limits is vanishingly small. Even so, a 'true' violation of WEP, no matter how small, has profound implications for our understanding of gravity.
There is, however, another more compelling motivation: that we must continue to pursue increasingly sensitive WEP tests because at some level an apparent violation seems inevitable. This viewpoint presumes WEP violation to arise from some extra-gravitational compositiondependent interaction of macroscopic range and is too weak to have yet been discovered. 'Inevitability' is suggested by the observation that metric theories of gravity (those that conform to the WEP) do not follow naturally from efforts of theoreticians to unify gravity and electromagnetism, to apply string theory on the Planck scale, or generally from attempts to extend the standard model using supersymmetry concepts. These studies do, however, generate various vector and/or scalar bosons that could mediate WEP-violating interactions. Such non-zero-mass partners for the graviton would lead to a two-body interaction potential that may be approximated as
and is definitely not Newtonian. For ultra-light bosons (mass less than 10 −7 electron mass) the range λ is greater than 1 µm, allowing detection with experiments operating on a macroscopic scale.
Traditional WEP tests would, in principle, respond to the rather likely composition dependence of α (the strength of this putative interaction relative to gravity), but this new physics could also be identified by its composition-independent, distinctly non-Newtonian signature: that the vacuum Laplacian of this potential does not vanish. Testing for the associated inverse square law violation provides direct limits on α, whether composition dependent or not.
Recently, questions about the existence of a higher dimension, not-so-compact space beyond the familiar four dimensions has been recognized as possibly introducing a composition-independent scale length to the description of gravity (Arkani-Hamed et al 1998) . This scale is related to the size of the added dimensions and may lie in the macroscopic range, between microns and millimetres. This is a particularly interesting development for experimentalists because of the challenge in detecting a very weak composition-independent effect.
Non-Newtonian forces
Intrigued by the possibility of searching for non-Newtonian composition-independent interactions with many of the same tools we developed to test the composition-dependent case, our group at the University of Washington has undertaken a new approach to inverse square law tests (Moore et al 1994) . At the heart of this scheme lies a torsion pendulum because it is unrivalled in 'sensitivity' as a torque transducer; that is, small torques produce large perturbations in the observable state of the pendulum. However, unlike previous inverse square law experiments, ours is a null test that by design strongly suppresses any gravitational torques exerted by the source mass on the pendulum mass. Rather than measuring the dependence of the gravitational force on distance, we instead have maximized the leading-order non-Newtonian interaction with the pendulum. This arises from a field generated by the source mass that is proportional to the horizontal gradient of the Laplacian of the non-Newtonian potential we are seeking, interacting with a pendulum whose mass moment is chosen to optimize that coupling. Again, because Newtonian potentials have a zero vacuum Laplacian, the design ensures that Newtonian gravity produces no observable signal above noise.
Of course, at some level gravitational effects are present. The fabricated masses to do not conform exactly to the design goals, but gravitational influences arise only in second order in deviations from the design resulting from machining errors and incipient fluctuations in the mass density of the material used. By suppressing what has been the primary limitation on these inverse square law tests, gravitational systematic effects, this second-order null design demands a corresponding reduction in statistical measurement error to fully realize this improved capability. As the previous generation of experiments were subject to effects that were first order in these deviations, considerable improvement should result. In our experiment, we expect gravitational systematic effects to dominate those from magnetic and electrostatic influences, and to perturb the torsion pendulum by a deflection of less than a few picoradians. This angle is roughly that subtended by the width of a human hair on a head in New York City viewed by an observer in Los Angeles. This is not an impossible goal as it exceeds the measurement capability of our current instrumentation by only a little more than an order of magnitude, but is raises an obvious question: 250 years after its invention by the Rev. John Mitchell in 1750, is the torsion pendulum finally approaching its practical limit for measuring small torques, given the everincreasing demands of experimental physics?
If our room-temperature pendulum were affected only by fundamental thermodynamic (Nyquist) noise, an RMS angle precision of 10 −11 rad could be realized by integrating for roughly one month. However, as discussed below, there are practical limitations, stemming from properties of the torsion fibre itself that make it difficult to maintain thermal-noisedominated performance when integrating down to noise levels of 10 −11 rad. In the remainder of this paper, I describe a technique conceived and developed by Michael Moore (the subject of his PhD thesis, Moore 2000) for measuring small torques with a room-temperature torsion pendulum by utilizing an observable that is orders of magnitude less sensitive to fibre properties than the traditional choices of measuring pendulum deflection or oscillation frequency.
Revisiting the torsion pendulum
Consider the familiar torsion pendulum WEP test in which the pendulum mass is configured as a composition dipole (opposite halves composed of different materials) and is hypothetically interacting with a distant source mass, as sketched in figure 1. The motion of the fibre-pendulum system, θ(t), is determined by the combined influence of the interaction with the source mass and the restoring torque provided by the torsion fibre.
To analyse this motion we write the total potential energy as
where the external potential energy may be expressed as the scalar product of the dipole moment with the local field associated with the source mass and the internal contribution follows from Hooke's law,
where κ is the torsion spring constant. The character of the pendulum motion for ψ = 0 (U ext ∝ cos θ) is inferred from figure 2: a negative shift in the torsion oscillation frequency, and the θ 4 , θ 6 , . . . terms in the expansion of cos θ generate odd harmonics. If the source azimuth is shifted by 180
• (ψ = ±π ) as illustrated in figure 3 , the shift in frequency is now opposite in sign, but odd harmonics in the pendulum motion are again produced. In figure 4 , however, at ψ = π/2, U ext ∝ sin θ and the result is a negative offset in the equilibrium orientation, C, and even harmonics are generated by the odd powers of θ in the expansion of sin θ. For ψ = −π/2 the sign of C reverses. As ψ varies continuously, intuition suggests that the offset C and the amplitudes of the even harmonics vary as sin ψ, and that the oscillation frequency and odd harmonic amplitudes vary as cos ψ.
This behaviour is borne out by solving for oscillator motion considering the external potential as a perturbation to first order in where = |U ext /κ|, we find displacement:
Generally, for n even
and for n odd
From this analysis we see there exists a natural hierarchy of observable aspects of the pendulum motion C, ω/ω, A 2 , A 3 , . . . and that the magnitude of each measures the strength of the external interaction (the torque applied to the pendulum). The ratio of these magnitudes (in response to a fixed torque) is shown in figure 5 as a function of oscillation amplitude. As one moves up the hierarchy, the 'sensitivity' of each observable is less than the previous one at the optimal oscillation amplitude. Sensitivity is not an adequate gauge of performance, however. More important is the signal-to-noise ratio, which peaks at successive maxima of J 0 (A), J 1 (A), J 2 (A) because the noise in ω/ω scales as A −1 . Even so, for a fixed signal torque and fixed measurement noise, the S/N ratio for A 2 is clearly less than for C and for ω/ω. In what circumstance, then, would A 2 be the observable of choice in conducting a torsion pendulum experiment? In simple terms, the mechanisms contributing to measurement noise are not the same for each of these observables. The precision of deflection and frequency experiments is more strongly affected by noise processes that arise from physical properties of the torsion fibre.
In deflection experiments, the pendulum equilibrium orientation depends on the shear modulus of the fibre material, which in turn is temperature dependent. The temperature coefficient for this effect is roughly 10 −5 rad • C −1 . The pendulum equilibrium orientation also depends on the 'tilt' of the structure from which the fibre is suspended. This mechanism appears to be related to a local departure from cylindrical symmetry at the fibre attachment point-either in the elastic properties or in the geometrical cross section of the fibre. Roughly 5% of a change in instrument tilt translates into a change in pendulum orientation. A 20 nrad variation in instrument orientation (relative to vertical) results in a 1 nrad contamination of the signal.
For experiments recording ω/ω(ψ) to measure small torques, the temperature dependence of the shear modulus represents a much more serious problem than instrument tilt. The temperature coefficient of ω/ω is roughly 10 −4 • C −1 for typical fibre materials. In our own frequency-method work we found this effect to limit precision at an equivalent A 2 signal of tens of nanoradians.
What sets A 2 , the second harmonic amplitude, apart from C and ω/ω as a torsion pendulum measure of external torque? One answer is the relative independence from fibre temperature, fibre properties generally, and instrument tilt in particular. Because an ideal spring (U fibre ∝ θ 2 ) generates no harmonic motion, A 2 can arise only from the external potential. Real springs are not ideal, but typical torsion fibres of metre length supporting a pendulum mass executing oscillations of several radians amplitude experience very small torsional strain and exhibit behaviour not far from ideal. The fibre contribution to A 2 arises from the next term in the obvious extension of the fibre potential energy model:
This component of the second harmonic signal, A 2 (fibre), is small but easily measured. We find that it varies from fibre to fibre, but the larger values we have observed are around 10 −6 rad at our operating oscillation amplitude of 4 rad. If the temperature coefficients of κ and λ are comparable, the temperature coefficient of A 2 (fibre) is roughly 10 −10 rad • C −1 , which is six orders of magnitude smaller than the coefficient for ω/ω.
There is, however, another aspect of measuring the second harmonic amplitude that sets it apart from the deflection and frequency methods of signal detection. As discussed above, the intrinsic second harmonic response of the fibre to changes in temperature and support tilt are so small as to be negligible compared with the dominant effect: that changes in temperature and tilt propagate into the A 2 signal as a result of mathematically processing the pendulum data. When estimating the harmonic oscillator parameters from the data on pendulum motion, the value of A 2 is affected by the intrinsic changes in offset C and oscillating frequency ω resulting directly from temperature and tilt changes.
Even though it dominates the intrinsic A 2 dependence on the tilt and temperature, this 'leakage' of fluctuations is strongly suppressed compared with the deflection and frequency methods, especially at low frequencies. This is important because tilt and temperature fluctuations typically have red power density spectra. For the intrinsic changes in C and ω, the A 2 estimator rejects these RMS fluctuations as (ω n /ω 0 ) 2 , where ω n is the frequency of the nth Fourier noise component and ω 0 is the natural torsion pendulum frequency (period 10-20 min). This gives a strong advantage over the deflection and frequency methods, all else being equal-the same fibre, pendulum, etc (Moore 2000) .
When comparing real experiments using these various methods, all aspects are, however, not equal. In particular, if the signal modulation frequency (the average rate at which ψ changes in figure 1 ) for a deflection experiment were significantly higher than for another experiment using the second harmonic technique (with a modulation period of typically many hours), and there are no other differences between them, then the RMS signal-to-noise ratios would be related roughly as (Moore 2000) 
Consequently, the advantage of the A 2 experiment is reduced as the modulation frequency of the deflection experiment, ω mod , is increased. For ω mod = 2ω 0 , the performance will be comparable. This may be technically difficult to achieve because it puts stringent demands on the suppression of various mechanical and other unwanted couplings between the modulator and pendulum that could give rise to a false signal. Even so, the Eöt-Wash group (Smith et al 1999) has used this approach to bring ω mod close to ω 0 with considerable success. Further improvements, however, will place more stringent demands on unwanted modulator-detector couplings.
Another advantage of the A 2 method is that one can simultaneously measure the direct fluctuations in the harmonic oscillator parameters C and ω. Because we understand how they propagate into A 2 , we may empirically verify that these changes, ultimately produced by tilt and fibre temperature variations, are negligible. The other methods have no equivalent diagnostic indicators. In fact, we have verified empirically that all of these effects of fibre temperature variation on A 2 are reduced by more than four orders of magnitude relative to those on ω/ω (Moore and Boynton 1996) .
With this recent development in the long history of the torsion pendulum, we plan to achieve 10 prad precision within practical integration times using the inverse square law apparatus currently being assembled in our laboratory. This improved performance will also allow us to exploit the well established synergism between increasing precision and forcing a reduction in the magnitude of systematic effects. It is balancing these two limitations that drives null experiments to establish increasingly stringent limits. Of course, as the search continues for still smaller effects, these may no longer be null experiments.
